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HARD
ARMOR
PLATES

Level | III | III+ | III++ | IV | –IV | IV silicium carbide | IV Sapi / silicium carbide
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Level III

Level III +

Level III ++

Level IV Alumina

Plate Level –IV ICW

Level IV silicium carbide

Sapi/Level IV silicium carbide

APL3-01

AP4M-07

APL3P-02

APL4A-04

AP3PP-03

APL4SC-05

APL4SAP-06
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Single curve

POLYUREA COLOR

Multi-curve Composite

CORDURA FABRIC

LEFT/RIGHT 
150X200 mm

FRONT/BACK 
ARMOR PLATE

Curvature

Outer SHELL

STANDARD CUT

LEVEL OF PROTECTION III

POSITION

Material

WEIGHT

NIJ STANDARD

caliber protection 
150x200 mm 250x300 mm

APL3-01 is designed to withstand multiple hits with a 7.62x51 mm
FMJ NATO ball ammunition. It is lightweight and made of 100%
polyethylene. It can be used in conjunction with soft armor (ICW)
or Optional Stand Alone.

WEIGHT - ICW
From 0.95 kg +/-100gr
Optional 1.1 kg +/-100gr

WEIGHT - STAND ALONE 
1.3 kg +/-100gr

Plate Level III
APL3-01

LEVEL
III

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d
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Single curve

POLYUREA COLOR

Multi-curve Composite

CORDURA FABRIC

LEFT/RIGHT 
150X200 mm

FRONT/BACK 
ARMOR PLATE

Curvature

Outer SHELL

STANDARD CUT

LEVEL OF PROTECTION III+

POSITION

Material

WEIGHT

NIJ STANDARD

Caliber protection 

150x200 mm 250x300 mm

APL3P-02 is designed to withstand multiple hits with 7.62x51 mm FMJ
NATO ball and 7.62x39 mm MSC ammunition. It is lightweight and made
of 100% polyethylene. It can be used in conjunction with soft armor (ICW)
or Optional Stand Alone. 

WEIGHT - icw
From 1.2 kg +/-100gr

WEIGHT - stand alone
1.4 kg +/-100gr

Plate Level III+
APL3P-02

LEVEL
III

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

150x200 mm 250x300 mm

AP3PP-03 is designed to withstand multiple hits with a 7.62x51mm FMJ
NATO ball and 7.62x39 mm MSC ammunition and 5.56x45 mm SS-109.
Made of polyethylene and ceramic, it can be used in conjunction with
soft armor (ICW) or Stand Alone (SA).

WEIGHT - ICW
From 1.65 kg +/-100gr
WEIGHT - STAND ALONE
1.85 kg +/-100gr

Plate Level III ++ 
AP3PP-03

Curvature

Outer SHELL

STANDARD CUT

LEVEL OF PROTECTION III++

POSITION

Material

WEIGHT

NIJ STANDARD

Caliber protection 

LEVEL
III

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d

Single curve

POLYUREA COLOR

Multi-curve Composite

CORDURA FABRIC

FRONT/BACK 
ARMOR PLATE

LEFT/RIGHT 
150X200 mm
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Curvature

Outer SHELL

STANDARD CUT

LEVEL OF PROTECTION IV 

Material WEIGHT

POSITION

NIJ STANDARD

caliber protection 

150x200 mm 250x300 mm

WEIGHT - ICW
From 3.2 kg +/-100gr

APL4A-04 Stand Alone (SA) is designed to provide protection
against the armor-piercing bullets 7.62x39 mm MSC
ammunition, 7.62x51 mm FMJ NATO ball, 7.62x54R B32, 7.62x63
AP M2. Made of alumina, polyethylene and aramid.

LEVEL
IV

LEVEL
IV

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d

Single curve

POLYUREA COLOR

Composite

CORDURA FABRIC

Plate Level IV
APL4A-04

FRONT/BACK 
ARMOR PLATE

LEFT/RIGHT 
150X200 mm
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Curvature

Outer SHELL

STANDARD CUT

LEVEL OF PROTECTION iV 

WEIGHT

POSITION

Material

NIJ STANDARD

Caliber protection 

150x200 mm 250x300 mm

WEIGHT - ICW
From 2.3 kg +/-100gr

WEIGHT - STAND ALONE
2.5 kg +/-100gr

APL4SC-05 Stand Alone (SA) and ICW is designed to provide 
protection against the armor-piercing bullets 7.62x39 mm MSC
ammunition, 7.62x51 mm FMJ NATO ball, 7.62x54 mm LPS, 7.62x54 mm
AP, 7.62x63 mm AP M2. Made of ceramic, polyethylene and aramid.

Single curve Multi-curve

POLYUREA COLORCORDURA FABRICComposite

LEVEL
IV

LEVEL
IV

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d

Plate Level iV
APL4SC-05

FRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

LEFT/RIGHT
150X200 mm
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WEIGHT

S

Curvature

Outer SHELL

SAPI/ESAPI CUT

m

LEVEL OF PROTECTION iV 

l

POSITION

Material

xl

NIJ STANDARD

Caliber protection 

Multi-curve

POLYUREA COLORCORDURA FABRIC Composite

210x298 mm 240x318 mm 260x337 mm 290x365 mm

APL4SAP-06 Stand Alone (SA) and ICW is designed to provide 
protection against the armor-piercing bullets 7.62x39 mm MSC
ammunition, 7.62x51 mm FMJ NATO ball, 7.62x54 mm LPS, 7.62x54
mm AP, 7.62x63 mm AP M2. Made of ceramic, polyethylene and aramid.

WEIGHT - ICW  WEIGHT STAND ALONE

SAPI Plate Level IV
APL4SAP-06

S 1.95 kg +/-100gr
M 2.19 kg +/-100gr
L 2.49 kg +/-100gr
XL 2.86 kg +/-100gr

S 2.1 kg +/-100gr
M 2.39 kg +/-100gr
L 2.74 kg +/-100gr
XL 3.16 kg +/-100gr

LEVEL
IV

LEVEL
IV

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d

FRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

LEFT/RIGHT
150X200 mm
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

LEVEL
IV

LEVEL
IV

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d

Multihit

Special
Threats
Tested

ABSOLUTE TOP PRODUCT. 
Plate ICW -AP4M-07 or Stand
Alone plate that far exceeds NIJ
Requirements of just 1 hit.

Plate Level –IV ICW 
AP4M-07

Top product

www.infogroupglobal.com11



Single curve

POLYUREA COLOR

Multi-curve Composite

CORDURA FABRIC

WEIGHT

Curvature

Outer SHELL

STANDARD CUT

LEVEL OF PROTECTION -iV 

POSITION

Material

NIJ STANDARD

Caliber protection 

150x200 mm 250x300 mm

WEIGHT - ICW
2.1 kg +/-100gr

WEIGHT - STAND
ALONE 2.3 kg +/-100gr

Plate ICW or Stand Alone (SA) is designed to provide protection against
the armor-piercing bullets 7.62x39 mm API ammunition, 7.62x39 mm
(MSC), 7.62x54 mm LPS, 5.56x45 mm M855, 5.56x45 mm M193 and
5.45x39 mm 7N6 (MSC). Made of ceramic, polyethylene and aramid.

LEVEL
IV

LEVEL
IV

NIJ 0101.04
sta
nd
ar
d

Plate Level –IV ICW -AP4M-07

FRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

LEFT/RIGHT 
150X200 mm

12



VESTS

Tactical overt vest | qr vest | iotv vest | tactical vest with poaches

FRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE
PROTECTION

SIDE ARMOR 
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 
150X200 mm

ADJUSTABLE
DIMENSIONS

MOLLE
PLATFORM

13
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PROTECTION SYSTEM 

HIGH BALLISTIC 
PERFORMANCE
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www.infogroupglobal.com

The Tactical Overt Vest TOV-01 is specially designed for units that
require the capacity and flexibility to use a variety of options to suit the
circumstances, the threat and the mission.

The vest can be adapted to accommodate a variety of equipment and
comes with the standard MOLLE system for attaching poaches.

The -TOV-01 does not incorporate a Quick Release (QR) system but
remains easy to remove.

PROTECTION LEVEL Tactical Overt Vest TOV-01

 Tactical overt vest -TOV-01

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

2XSIDE ARMOR
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE
PLATFORM

150X20 0 mm

15



molle 

Side armor
plate
insert

Neck protection

Size adjustment

Biceps protection

Options:

molle system FEATURES

Collar, throat, biceps 
and groin protection

Fully covered by MOLLE platform,
this model is designed for tactical
teams who need mobility, comfort
and high-level protection. The Molle
platform allows the users to set all
pockets, holsters and accessories. 
It provides possibilities of setting up
two ballistic plates in the front and
back side with dimensions 250x300
mm, two ballistic plates 150x200 
mm on the left and right side and
thus increase the level of protection.

16



ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

 Tactical overt vest -TOV-01

Tactical Overt Vest -TOV-01 with
its ergonomic cut enables
undisturbed movement. This vest
provides front, back and side
protection.

Modular components allow the
user to add or remove ballistic
parts. They can provide neck,
shoulder and biceps protection.

DESCRIPTION COMPONENTS

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

2XSIDE ARMOR
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE
PLATFORM

150X20 0 mm

17



Pockets

Lift system

 groin protection
System

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green Multi-CamUpon request S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Tactical Overt Vest -TOV-02 with its
ergonomic cut enables undisturbed
movements. This vest provides
front, back, side and groin
protection.

 Tactical overt vest -TOV-02

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

2XSIDE ARMOR
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE
PLATFORM

150X20 0 mm

19



FLEXIBLE

lightweight

comfortable

Molle webbing

 groin protection
system

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MultiCamUpon request S M L XL
20



ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Tactical Overt Vest TOV-03 with
its ergonomic cut enables
undisturbed movements. This
vest provides front, back and side
protection. 

Adjustable
With four
Velcro®

 Straps

 Tactical overt vest -TOV-03

DESCRIPTION FEATURES

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

2XSIDE ARMOR
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE
PLATFORM

150X20 0 mm

21



FLEXIBLE Comfortable Lightweight

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MulticamUpon request

S M L XL

22



www.infogroupglobal.com

Tactical Overt Vest -TOV-04 with
its ergonomic cut enables
undisturbed movements. This
vest provides front, back and side
protection. 

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

2XSIDE ARMOR
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE
PLATFORM

150X20 0 mm

DESCRIPTION FEATURES

 Tactical overt vest -TOV-04

23



FLEXIBLE

Lightweight

Comfortable

Overt Molle
version

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MulticamUpon request S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

Tactical Overt Vest TOV-05 with 
its ergonomic cut enables
undisturbed movements. This vest
provides front and back protection.

 Tactical overt vest -TOV-05

DESCRIPTION FEATURES PROTECTION

FLEXIBLE Comfortable Lightweight

25



Neck protection

Biceps protection

 groin protection
System

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MulticamUpon request

S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Tactical Overt Vest -TOV-06 with
its ergonomic cut enables
undisturbed movements. This vest
provides front and back protection.

 Tactical overt vest 
-TOV-06

DESCRIPTION FEATURES PROTECTION

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

FLEXIBLE Comfortable Lightweight

27



Poaches

Removable 
Neck protection

Removable
Ballistic panels

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MulticamUpon request

S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

The Quick Release Vest QRV-07 is
the top of the line vest on the
tactical vests market. It has the
fastest and most effective Quick
Release System ever made. It is a
system with complete side
protection, communication devices
and a molle attachment system.

The QR vest is fully adjustable and
holds large ballistic plates in the
front and back. Side plates can also
be accommodated in removable
side pouches.

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION
WIRE QUICK 
RELEASE

DESCRIPTION FEATURES PROTECTION

Quick release vest -QRV-07

29



Black Coyote Khaki

Fully covered by MOLLE platform,
this model is designed for tactical
teams who need mobility, comfort
and high-level protection. The
Molle platform allows the users to
set all pockets, holsters and
accessories. 

OD Green MulticamUpon request

It provides possibilities of setting up
two ballistic plates in the front and
back side with dimensions 250x300
mm, two ballistic plates 150x200
mm on the left and right side and
thus increase the level of protection.

S M L XL

Release pull

molle system

Quick release system

Available colors SIZE

30



ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

This vest is a replacement for the
older IBA fielded by the United
States Army. This vest has seen
several revisions over the years
based on real-world combat
feedback.

It is compatible with the ESAPI and
ESBI-Side-SAPI plates, as well as
with the interceptor body armor`s
groin protection. It can be a full-up
system with groin protection, lower
back protection, deltoid protection
and neck-throat protection.

DESCRIPTION FEATURES

iotv vest generation iii -IOTV-VG3-08

31



PROTECTION

Available colors SIZE

utx buckle

Biceps protection

 groin protection
System

Quick release system

Neck-throat protection

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTIO
N

MOLLE
PLATFORM

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MulticamUpon request

S M L XL

32



find out more on www.infogroupglobal.com

ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Tactical Vest With Poaches model
fully covered by MOLLE platform
is designed for tactical teams 
who need mobility, comfort and
high-level protection. The MOLLE
platform allows the user to set 
all the pockets, holsters and
accessories.
Possibilities of setting up two
ballistic plates on the front 
and back side with dimensions
250x300 mm, two ballistic plates
150x200mm on the left and right
side and thus increase the level of
protection. 

Collar, throat, biceps and
groin protection
Front adjustable side opening

DESCRIPTION

OPTIONAL

FEATURES PROTECTION

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE 
PLATFORM

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

Tactical vest with poaches
-TOVP-09

Available in multiple options please 
contact info@infogroupglobal.com to 
find out your vest configuration. 

33



Water tank

First aid kit

Hard Armor
Plates pouches

Removabl
e Pouches

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MultiCamUpon request

S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

This tactical vest model fully
covered by a MOLLE platform with
throat, neck, biceps, front back 
side, groin and leg protection is
designed for tactical teams who
need high-level protection. The
MOLLE platform allows the user 
to set all the pockets, holsters and
accessories. Possibilities of setting
up two ballistic plates on the front
and back side with dimensions
250x300 mm, two ballistic plates
150x200mm on the left and right
side and thus increase the level of
protection.

DESCRIPTION FEATURES

Legs protection

Fully covered vest 
-TOVFC-10

35



Overt Molle version

Quick release
system

groin protection 

System

Removable collar

Neck-throat
protection

Biceps 

protection

Poaches

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

2XSIDE ARMOR
PLATE LEFT/RIGHT 

HIGH-LEVEL
PROTECTION

MOLLE
PLATFORM

150X20 0 mm

PROTECTION

Available colors SIZE

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MultiCamUpon request

S M L XL
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Our products deliver maximum flexibility
and forward compatibility and are designed
to integrate seamlessly with both our
partners and third party components. 
Our plate carriers are designed to create
opportunities for customization to meet
each wearer’s individual needs.

PROTECTION SYSTEM 

HIGH LEVEL 
PERFORMANCE

03
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at
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er

S.
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

A complete kit for the utilization 
of the Ballistic Plate Carrier 
PCR-01 is a Plate Carrier with 
Molle Webbing System. It can be
worn with or without a soft armor
panel, depending upon ballistic
requirements, threat conditions
and the type of plate utilized. The
Plate Carrier is easily tailored for
comfort, ventilation and fit. It is
developed out of the specific need
of those who find themselves first
in a crisis. It goes on quickly and
easily over your duty soft armor
and blouse. Available according to all other

international standards. One Size Fits all.

 Plate carrier -PCR-01

Plate carrier -PCR-01

Development of specific
(custom-made) ballistic
protection on request

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

REMOVABLE HARD
ARMOR PLATES

DESCRIPTION

SIZE 

 FEATURES:

39



MOLLE
COVERED

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

DESCRIPTION

SIZE 

FEATURES: quick release system

A complete kit for the utilization 
of the Ballistic Plate Carrier PCR-
02 is a Plate Carrier with Molle
Webbing System. It can be worn
with or without a soft armor panel,
depending upon ballistic
requirements, threat conditions
and the type of plate utilized. The
Plate Carrier is easily tailored for
comfort, ventilation and fit. It is
developed out of the specific need
of those who find themselves first
in a crisis. It goes on quickly and
easily over your duty soft armor
and blouse.

One Size Fits all.

 Plate carrier -PCR-02

Plate carrier -PCR-02

Available according 
To all other 

International standards.
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Plate carrier -PCR-03

DESCRIPTION

Available colors

Molle
compatible

SIZE 

FEATURES:

The Plate Carrier PCR-03 was
designed with comfort 
and ergonomics in mind.
Lightweight, yet durable, thanks
to the advanced materials and
manufacturing technology, it is a
base platform for our protection
system and can be missionfitted
thanks to its extra load bearing of
ballistic components.

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green

One Size Fits all

MultiCamUpon request

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

MOLLE 
PLATFORM

 Plate carrier -PCR-03

41



 Plate carrier -PCR-04

Plate carrier -PCR-04

DESCRIPTION

Available colors

Uniform camouflage
on all surfaces

SIZE 

FEATURES:

The Plate Carrier PCR-04 was
designed with comfort and
ergonomics in mind. Lightweight,
yet durable, thanks to the advanced
materials and manufacturing
technology, it is a base platform 
for our protection system and 
can be missionfitted thanks to 
its extra load bearing of ballistic
components.

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green

One Size Fits all

MultiCamUpon request

2XFRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

VELCRO®

42



ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

The Plate Carrier was designed 
with comfort and ergonomics in
mind.Lightweight, yet durable,
thanks to the advanced materials
and manufacturing technology, it is
a base platform for our protection
system and can be missionfitted
thanks to its extra load bearing of
ballistic components.

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green

One Size Fits all

250X300mm

MultiCamUpon request

plate carrier -PCR-05

Plate carrier -PCR-05

2 X FRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE 

DESCRIPTION

Available colors

ARMOR COLLAR

REMOVABL
E  POACHES

SIZE 

FEATURES:

43



2 X FRONT/BACK
ARMOR PLATE

One Size Fits all

The Plate Carrier PCR-06 was
designed with comfort 
and ergonomics in mind.
Lightweight, yet durable, thanks
to the advanced materials and
manufacturing technology, it is a
base platform for our protection
system and can be missionfitted
thanks to its extra load bearing of
ballistic components.

250X300mm

Armor belt does not require a
separate internal belt which is fully
integrated into the structure of the
product. Foam can be replaced with
soft ballistic armor

 Plate carrier -PCR-06

Plate carrier -PCR-06

SIZE 

DESCRIPTION Armor belt

MOLLE compatible
 Belt sleeve

FEATURES:

UNIFORM
CAMOUFLAGE 
ON ALL SURFACES

44
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Our products deliver maximum
flexibility and forward compatibility
and are designed to integrate
seamlessly with both our partners
and thirt party components. Our
Tactical Equipment is designed 
to create opportunities for
customization to meet each
wearer’s individual needs.

PROTECTION SYSTEM 

HIGH LEVEL 
PERFORMANCE
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CONFIDENCE

www.infogroupglobal.com
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Available colors

MOLLE compatible

3 different closure system

 ROC-buckle

QR closure System

Velcro ®

Standard sizes

Zip-on back panels

Comms and wiring channels

Uniform camouflage on all surfaces

Accepts SAPI-type hard ballistic inserts 

S

L
M
XL

Black Coyote Khaki OD Green MultiCam  Upon request
48



 ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

MAGAZINE BOX POUCHES

GRENADE POUCHES

ALWAYS
BE
READY

49
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vip vest
MODEL VV &

ballistic bag
MODEL 01 & 02

cooling shirt
MODEL 06

sportS t-shirt
MODEL 07

 VVF

VI
P 

PR
OT

EC
TI

ON
.HIGH-LEVEL PERFORMANCE

05
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Concealable
COMFORT

www.infogroupglobal.com53



DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

PROTECTION

SIZE 

NIJ STANDARD

Available colors

Black White

VIP VEST -vv-01

The VIP Vest -VV-01 is bullet-proof
and provides front and back
protection. The vest is lightweight
and highly comfortable. It is
specially designed for VIP
delegations, officials, diplomats,
politicians, ministers, businessman
etc. 

FRONT/BACK
PROTECTION

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

LIGHTWEIGHT

FLEXIBLE

COMFORTABLE
S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

DESCRIPTION

SIZE 

PROTECTION

Available colors

MATERIAL

NIJ STANDARD

VIP VEST -vv-02

The VIP Vest VV-02 is bullet-proof
and provides front and 
back protection. The vest is
lightweight and highly comfortable.
It is specially designed for VIP
delegations, officials, diplomats,
politicians, ministers, businessmen
etc.

Black White

TACTICAL
SOLUTION

LIGHTWEIGHT

FRONT/BACK
PROTECTION

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

S M L XL
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DESCRIPTION

SIZE 

PROTECTION

Available colors

MATERIAL

NIJ STANDARD

LIGHTWEIGHT

The VIP Vest VV-03 is bullet-proof
and provides front and back
protection. The vest is lightweight
and highly comfortable. It 
is specially designed for VIP
delegations, officials, diplomats,
Politicians, ministers, businessmen
etc.

Black White

VIP VEST -vv-03

Highly
Comfortable

FRONT/BACK
PROTECTION

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

S M L XL
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Concealable
COMFORT
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DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

PROTECTION

SIZE 

NIJ STANDARD

Available colors

The VIP VEST s bullet-proof and
provides front and back protection.
The vest is lightweight and highly
comfortable. It is specially designed
for VIP delegations, officials,
diplomats, politicians, ministers and
businessmen etc.

Black White

VIP VEST -vv-04

FRONT/BACK
PROTECTION

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

FLEXIBLE

LIGHTWEIGHT

COMFORTABLE S M L XL
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Protection is
Our profession

www.infogroupglobal.com

Hi
gh

ba

llistic performance
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FLEXIBLE

ERGONOMIC

LIGHTWEIGHT

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL

PROTECTION

SIZE 

NIJ STANDARD

Available colors

Designed specifically for female
officers, this vest has provided 
the mobility and exceptional
comfort you have always wanted
in a concealable vest. Its features
include ballistic packages with 
a form-fitted shape that provide
comprehensive ballistic protection
and reduced back face signature.

Black White Brown

Female VIP Vest -VVF-05

FRONT/BACK 
PROTECTION

HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

A decade of experience and
research in the field of cooling
athletes and users exposed to
extreme thermal stress brought 
us to a solution in the form of a
FIRECAT product “The coolest body
armour”, which represents the 
most effective solution in this field.
Materials are soft, skin friendly and
comfortable for users. Additional
ballistic panels on the chest and
back of the T-shirt offer protection 
Level IIIA. 

The product is treated against
bacteria and prevents the
proliferation of odour.

Black White

DESCRIPTION PROTECTION

SIZE 

MATERIAL 

Available colors

The coolest body Armour 
VIP cooling shirt -06

LEVEL III A

FRONT/BACK 
PROTECTION
HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

COOLING 
TECHNOLOGY

ANTIBACTERIAL

S M L XL
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Cooling pads

T-shirt (protective panels)

Easy zip system

Belt

Insert the protective soft panel in reverse order

Cooling pads
and protective
soft pannel
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

HIGH HEAT 
PROTECTION

ANTIBACTERIAL

LEVEL III A

FRONT/BACK 
PROTECTION
HIGH-LEVEL 
PROTECTION

 DESCRIPTION 

Available colors
Custom colors

MATERIAL SIZE 

PROTECTION

S M L XL

Utilizing the best in material
technology, this is the prefect
compliment to your protective
equipment system. 
Sports Ballistic T-Shirt 07
offers high heat protection, 
cut generous in the neck.

www.infogroupglobal.com

 Sports Ballistic 
T-shirt - 07
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Maximum 
Functionality 
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LEVEL III A

LEVEL III A

3 FOLD

4 FOLD

LEATHER

CORDURA

LEATHER

CORDURA

 DESCRIPTION 

PROTECTION

PROTECTION

Material

Material

Colors

Colors

This is a low profile ballistic briefcase, designed in two versions, 3 piece and 4 piece ballistic
protection. Within a matter of seconds, this converge product can provide instant protective
coverage against fragmentation and bullets. Ideally suited for dignitary protection, private 
security and other high threat environments, the -BAG-01/BAG-02 Ballistic Briefcase goes beyond
traditional ballistic blankets by offering instant adaptability with maximum functionality in one,
easy to deploy system. In one move it converts from regular briefcase to fold-out ballistic shield.

Black

Brown

Black

Brown

VIP BALLISTIC BAG BAG-01

VIP BALLISTIC BAG -BAG-02

VIP ballistic bags 
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HELMETS

0104.01

0108.01

Model ACH Normal Cut | mid cut | high cut | super high cut | fully equipped

Hi
gh

ballistic performance

АRAMID
CONSTRUCTION

AVAILABLE
DIMENSIONS

L�ghtwe�ght

BOA SYSTEM

Max�mum 
flex�b�l�ty

AVAILABLE
 COLORS
Spec�al 

manufactur�ng 
Process

SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

ComfortH�gh-level
protect�on
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Mid Cut

High Cut

Normal Cut
MODEL -ANC-01

Fully equipped
MODEL -AFE-05

Super high Cut
MODEL -ASHC-04

MODEL -AHC-03

MODEL -AMC-02
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

ANC-01 is a modern ballistic 
helmet for law enforcement perso-
nnel. It is made of high quality
aramid and designed to ensure
maximum flexibility and comfort.
Its design and our special
manufacturing process provide
strong fragments, shrapnel and
ammunition protection. 
The helmet shell is made of 100%
Aramid or Kevlar® material, which
ensures the helmet is lightweight
and durable. The helmet provides
protection against handgun
ammunition as well as against 

fragments from grenades. The
ballistic helmet, model ACH, meets
all the military standards of the
modern anti-ballistic helmet. The
helmet is designed to ensure very
little trauma and has been tested
with fragments and gun
ammunition. 
Their anti-ballistic properties are
constantly tested in laboratories 
in Europe and the United States.
Aramid or Kevlar® is flame and
heat resistant, it does not melt or
drip, does not sustain flame and
has low smoke toxicity.

Normal Cut -ANC-01 helmet has
been designed for special units. It is
extremely lightweight, with an
ultra-low profile of the shell, which
ensures the widest viewing angle. 
In addition, it is fully compatible
with a wide range of 
communication devices, glasses 
and balaclavas. It is compatible 
with a wide range of gas masks.
Compatible with communications
equipment and many other
attachments, this is the choice of
many military and law enforcement
agencies throughout the world.

Helmet model ACH Normal Cut » LEVEL IIIA

Model ACH - Normal Cut 
ANC-01

DESCRIPTION

All technical

details are

confirmed 

and Aproved.
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Temperature
conditions 

From -55°C 
to +75°C

Fire 
retardant 

The helmet
shell is self -

extinguishing,
does not
sustain 
flame

Weather
resistance 

The helmet
and its parts
are resistant

to all weather
conditions

Impact /shock
absorption 

According
to EN397 

Dimensional
Stability 

Compression
resistance 

THE HELMET AND ITS PARTS ARE RESISTANT TO ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS

Buckle

Chinstrap

Painted

shell Screw

Padding system

Protective rubber

Aramid OR KEVLAR construction

Non-corrosive, bullet
resistant, made of high-
quality material.

Noncarcinogenic material,
flame, high and low
temperature 
resistant.

Each option is designed to secure
the helmet on the wearer’s head.
All options allow the movement
of the pads for the integration of
communication systems with a
low-profile headband.

Maintains helmet security in all
operations. Noncarcinogenic, high-
quality plastic.

Aramid is flame and heat resistant
it does not melt or drip, does not
sustain flame and has low smoke
toxicity.

Patented design that secures the
helmet to the wearer’s head at four
points of contact and has direct lines
from the helmet to the chin cup.

Durability
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Black

Coyote

Khaki

OD Green

MultiCam®

Upon request

53-56

Helmet size

56-59

1. MEASURE
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
Use a tape measure to determine
the maximum head circumference
above the ears. Record the
measurement.

2. SELECT
HELMET SIZE
Referring to the table below (in
centimeters), select the helmet size
based on head circumference.

59-62

Helmet weight (gr)
+/- 100 gr

62-65

Shell
thickness

M

S

L

XL

< 1350

< 1250

< 1450

< 1300
8mm ± 1mm

Please contact Customer Service 
at info@infogroupglobal.com to find 
out lead time on your helmet cut, 
color and configuration.

Available in multiple options. 
Please contact 
info@infogroupglobal.com to find out 
your helemet configuration. 

THE HELMET WEIGHT (WITH CHIN STRAP
AND PAD SET) IS SHOWN IN THE TABLE

HELMET COLORS

SIZING AND WEIGHT

Available colors

S M L XL

The helmet is equipped
With side rails and 
A front NVG holder
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According to STANAG 2920

BOA® Fit System or BOA® enables
the user to finely adjust the helmet
size and is compatible with com-
munication equipment, gas masks
and the requirements of many mili-
tary and law enforcement agencies
throughout the world. The
Operation Elite helmet is designed
to be light- weight and to provide
robust protec- tion with additional
configurations available. The BOA®
Fit system al- lows for precision fit
adjustment and immediate release
for focus, safety and the best
performance. 

NIJ level IIIA - according to NIJ 0106.01

NIJ level IIIA - 9x19 FMJ, 358±15 m/s ballistic

protection NIJ level IIIA - .357 Mag. 425±15 m/s

BOA

Fragment performance

HOW it works

BOA® FIT SYSTEM

model ACH - Normal Cut
-ANC-01
ballistic performance
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

AMC-02 is a modern ballistic
helmet for law enforcement per-
sonnel. It is made of high quali- ty
aramid and designed to ensure
maximum flexibility and comfort.
Its design and our special manu-
facturing process provide strong
fragments, shrapnel and ammu-
nition protection. The helmet shell
is made of 100% aramid or Kevlar®
material, which ensures the hel-
met is lightweight and durable. The
helmet provides protection against
handgun ammunitionas well as 

against fragments from grenades. MID CUT -AMC-02 helmet has 
The ballistic helmet, model been designed for special units. It is ACH,
meets all the military stan-extremely lightweight, with an ul- dards of the
modern anti-ballistic tra-low profile of the shell, which helmet. The helmet
is designed to ensures the widest viewing angle. In ensure very little
trauma and has addition, it is fully compatible with been tested with
fragments and a wide range of communication de- gun ammunition. Its
anti-ballistic vices, glasses and balaclavas. It is properties are constantly
tested compatible with a wide range of gas in laboratories in Europe and
the masks. Compatible with communi- United States. Aramid or Kevlar® is
cations equipment and many other flame and heat resistant, it does
attachments, this is the choice of not melt or drip, does not sustain many
military and law enforcement flame and has low smoke toxicity. agencies
throughout the world.

model ACH - MID Cut 
-AMC-02

DESCRIPTION

Helmet model ACH MID Cut » LEVEL IIIA

All technical

details are

confirmed 

and Aproved.
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Buckle

Chinstrap

Painted

shell Screw

Padding system

Protective rubber

Aramid OR KEVLAR construction

Non-corrosive, bullet
resistant, made of high-
quality material.

Noncarcinogenic material,
flame, high and low
temperature 
resistant.

Each option is designed to secure
the helmet on the wearer’s head.
All options allow the movement
of the pads for the integration of
communication systems with a
low-profile headband.

Maintains helmet security in all
operations. Noncarcinogenic, high-
quality plastic.

Aramid is flame and heat resistant,
it does not melt or drip, does not
sustain flame and has low smoke
toxicity.

Patented design that secures the
helmet to the wearer’s head at four
points of contact and has direct lines
from the helmet to the chin cup.

Durability

Temperature
conditions 

from -55°C 
to +75°C

Fire 
retardant 

The helmet
shell is self -

extinguishing,
does not
sustain 
flame

Weather
resistance 

The helmet
and its parts
are resistant

to all weather
conditions

Impact /shock
absorption 

According
to EN397 

Dimensional
stability 

Compression
resistance 

THE HELMET AND ITS PARTS ARE RESISTANT TO ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Black

Coyote

Khaki

OD Green

MultiCam®

Upon request

53-56

Helmet size

56-59

1. MEASURE
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
Use a tape measure to determine
the maximum head circumference
above the ears. Record the
measurement.

2. SELECT
HELMET SIZE
Referring to the table below (in
centimeters), select the helmet
size based on head circumference.

59-62

Helmet weight (gr)
+/- 100 gr

62-65

Shell
thickness

M

S

L

XL

< 1250

< 1300

< 1200

< 1400

8mm ± 1mm

HELMET COLORS

SIZING AND WEIGHT

Available colors

S M L XL

The helmet is equipped with
Picatinny side rails 

and A front NVG holder

Available in multiple options. 
Please contact 
info@infogroupglobal.com to find out 
your helemet configuration. 

Please contact Customer 
Service at info@infogroupglobal.com 
to find out lead time on your helmet
cut, color and 
configuration.

THE HELMET WEIGHT (WITH CHIN STRAP
AND PAD SET) IS SHOWN IN THE TABLE
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According to STANAG 2920

BOA® Fit System or BOA® enables
the user to finely adjust the helmet
size and is compatible with com-
munication equipment, gas masks
and the requirements of many mili-
tary and law enforcement agencies
throughout the world. The
Operation Elite helmet is designed
to be light- weight and to provide
robust protec- tion with additional
configurations available. The BOA®
Fit system al- lows for precision fit
adjustment and immediate release
for focus, safety and the best
performance. 

NIJ level IIIA - according to NIJ 0106.01

NIJ level IIIA - 9x19 FMJ, 358±15 m/s ballistic

protection NIJ level IIIA - .357 Mag. 425±15 m/s

BOA® FIT SYSTEM

model ACH - MID Cut
-AMC-02
ballistic performance

BOA

Fragment performance

HOW it works
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

ANC-03 is a modern ballistic
helmet for law enforcement per-
sonnel. It is made of high quali-

ty aramid and designed to ensure
maximum flexibility and comfort.
Its design and our special manu-
facturing process provide strong
fragments, shrapnel and ammu-

nition protection. The helmet shell
is made of 100% aramid or Kevlar®

material, which ensures the hel-
met is lightweight and durable. The
helmet provides protection against

handgun ammunition as well as 

against fragments from grenades.
The ballistic helmet, model ACH,
meets all the military standards of
the modern anti-ballistic helmet.
The helmet is designed to ensure
very little trauma and has been
test- ed with fragments and gun
ammu- nition. Its anti-ballistic
properties are constantly tested in
laborato- ries in Europe and the
United States. Aramid or Kevlar® is
flame and heat resistant, it does
not melt or drip, does not sustain
flame and has low smoke toxicity.

AHC-03 helmet has been de-
signed for special units. It is ex-
tremely lightweight, with an ul-
tra-low profile of the shell, which
ensures the widest viewing angle. In
addition, it is fully compatible with
a wide range of communication de-
vices, glasses and balaclavas. It is
compatible with a wide range of gas
masks.Compatible with communi-
cations equipment and many other
attachments, this is the choice of
many military and law enforcement
agencies throughout the world.

model ACH - high Cut 
-ahc-03

DESCRIPTION

Helmet model ACH high Cut » LEVEL IIIA

Allt echnical 

details are

confirmed 

and Aproved.
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NVG

Buckle

Chinstrap

Painted shell

Screw

Padding system

Exterior Velcro Kit

Aramid OR KEVLAR construction

RAILS Protective rubber

Non-corrosive, bullet resistant,
made of high-quality material.

Maintains helmet security in all
operations. Noncarcinogenic, high-
quality plastic.

NVG Shroud compatible with most
NVG mounting brackets. Holds lights,
cameras and other accessories.

Aramid or Kevlar® is flame and heat
resistant it does not melt or drip, does
not sustain flame and has low smoke
toxicity.

Each option is designed to secure the
helmet on the wearer’s head. All options
allow the movement of the pads for the
integration of communication systems
with a low-profile headband.

®
Permits attachment of head-borne accessories. 
Different kit sizes that match helmet size.

Patented design that secures the Side Rails (2 places) hold various
helmet to the wearer’s head at four items such as visors, mandibles,
points of contact and has direct lines lights and cameras. Attached to
from the helmet to the chin cup.helmet with retention hardware.

Noncarcinogenic material,
flame, high and low
temperature 
resistant.

Durability

Temperature
conditions 

from -55°C 
to +75°C

Fire 
retardant 

The helmet
shell is self -

extinguishing,
does not
sustain 
flame

Weather
resistance 

The helmet
and its parts
are resistant

to all weather
conditions

Impact /shock
absorption 

According
to EN397 

Dimensional
stability 

Compression
resistance 

THE HELMET AND ITS PARTS ARE RESISTANT TO ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Black

Coyote

Khaki

OD Green

MultiCam®

Upon request

53-56

Helmet size

56-59

1. MEASURE
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
Use a tape measure to determine
the maximum head circumference
above the ears. Record the
measurement.

2. SELECT
HELMET SIZE
Referring to the table below (in
centimeters), select the helmet size
based on head circumference.

59-62

Helmet weight (gr)
+/- 100 gr

62-65

Shell
thickness

M

S

L

XL

< 1350

< 1250

< 1300

< 1400

8mm ± 1mm

HELMET COLORS

SIZING AND WEIGHT

Available colors

S M L XL

The helmet is equipped
with side rails and 
A front NVG holder

Available in multiple options. 
Please contact 
info@infogroupglobal.com to find out 
your helemet configuration. 

Please contact Customer 
Service at info@infogroupglobal.com 
to find out lead time on your helmet
cut, color and configuration.

THE HELMET WEIGHT (WITH CHIN STRAP AND PAD SET, RAILS,
NVG AND VELCRO) IS SHOWN IN THE TABLE
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BOA

Fragment performance 

HOW it works

According to STANAG 2920

BOA® Fit System or BOA® enables
the user to finely adjust the helmet
size and is compatible with com-
munication equipment, gas masks
and the requirements of many mili-
tary and law enforcement agencies
throughout the world. The
Operation Elite helmet is designed
to be light- weight and to provide
robust protec- tion with additional
configurations available. The BOA®
Fit system al- lows for precision fit
adjustment and immediate release
for focus, safety and the best
performance. 

NIJ level IIIA - according to NIJ 0106.01

NIJ level IIIA - 9x19 FMJ, 358±15 m/s ballistic

protection NIJ level IIIA - .357 Mag. 425±15 m/s

BOA® FIT SYSTEM

model ach high Cut
-ahc-03
ballistic performance
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

ASHC-04 is a tactical ballistic
helmet made for high 
performance in the toughest
combat environments. With a super
high cut shell made of a lightweight
aramid, the helmet delivers
stability, integration, and user
comfort. It integrates other Helmet
accessories, including
communication headsets, NVG,
rails and more, for a complete
protective lightweight system that
prioritizes protection, is easy to use
and provides user comfort. 

model ACH - super high Cut 
-ASHC-04

DESCRIPTION

Helmet model ACH SUPER high Cut » LEVEL IIIA

All technical

details are

confirmed 

and Aproved.
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Buckle

Pad sET

Chinstrap

Shell geometry

Aramid OR KEVLAR construction
Aramid or Kevlar® is flame and
heat resistant it does not melt or
drip, does not sustain flame and
has low smoke toxicity.

The Super High Cut ballistic
helmet shell geometry extends
critical coverage over the 
rear occipital bone without 
load carrier interference, and
optimizes weight distribution for
increased stability, integration,
balance, and improved comfort.

Pad Set is sipped with comfort
pads installed. You can use a
combination of pads thicknesses to
achieve the best comfort and fit.

The Super High Cut ballistic helmet
comes standard with right eye
dominant retention (buckle on left).

Patented design that secures the
helmet to the wearer’s head at four
points of contact and has direct lines
from the helmet to the chin cup.

 Made of antibacterial material 
Filled with memory foam
 Comfortable on the head
 No sweat

z
z
z
z

Durability

Temperature
conditions 

from -55°C 
to +75°C

Fire 
retardant 

The helmet
shell is self -

extinguishing,
does not
sustain 
flame

Weather
resistance 

The helmet
and its parts
are resistant

to all weather
conditions

Impact /shock
absorption 

According
to EN397 

Dimensional
stability 

Compression
resistance 

THE HELMET AND ITS PARTS ARE RESISTANT TO ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Black

Coyote

Khaki

OD Green

MultiCam®

Upon request

53-56

Helmet size

56-59

1. MEASURE
HEAD CIRCUMFERENCE
Use a tape measure to determine
the maximum head circumference
above the ears. Record the
measurement.

2. SELECT
HELMET SIZE
Referring to the table below (in
centimeters), select the helmet size
based on head circumference.

59-62

Helmet weight (gr)
+/- 100 gr

62-65

Shell
thickness

M

S

L

XL

< 1350

< 1250

< 1300

< 1400

8mm ± 1mm

HELMET COLORS

SIZING AND WEIGHT

Available colors

The helmet is equipped with
Picatinny side rails 

and A front NVG holder

S M L XL

Available in multiple options. 
Please contact 
info@infogroupglobal.com to find out 
your helemet configuration. 

Please contact Customer 
Service at info@infogroupglobal.com 
to find out lead time on your helmet
cut, color and 
configuration.

THE HELMET WEIGHT (WITH CHIN STRAP AND PAD SET, RAILS,
NVG AND VELCRO) IS SHOWN IN THE TABLE
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According to STANAG 2920

BOA® Fit System or BOA® enables
the user to finely adjust the helmet
size and is compatible with com-
munication equipment, gas masks
and the requirements of many mili-
tary and law enforcement agencies
throughout the world. The Operation
Elite helmet is designed to be light-
weight and to provide robust protec-
tion with additional configurations
available. The BOA® Fit system al-
lows for precision fit adjustment and
immediate release for focus, safety
and the best performance. 

NIJ level IIIA - according to NIJ 0106.01

NIJ level IIIA - 9x19 FMJ, 358±15 m/s ballistic

protection NIJ level IIIA - .357 Mag. 425±15 m/s

BOA

Fragment performance

HOW it works

BOA® FIT SYSTEM

model ach super high Cut
-ASHC-04
ballistic performance 
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Find out more on 

Temperature
conditions 

from -55°C 
to +75°C

Fire 
retardant 

The helmet 
shell is self -

extinguishing,
does not sustain

flame

Weather
resistance 

The helmet
and its parts
are resistant

to all weather
conditions

Impact /shock
absorption 

According
to EN397 

Dimensional
stability 

Compression
resistance 

FULLY EQUIPPED AFE-05
Compatible with
communication equipment, gas
mask and the requirements of
many military and law
enforcement agencies
throughout the world. The Full
equipped helmet is designed to
be lightweight and to provide
protection with additional
configurations available. 

www.infogroupglobal.com

The helmet is equipped with 
Picatinny side rails and
 A front NVG holder

Helmet fully equipped -AFE-05 » LEVEL IIIA

THE HELMET AND ITS PARTS ARE RESISTANT TO ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS

Model ACH - fully equipped
-AFE-05

DESCRIPTION Durability

Allt echnical 

details are

confirmed 

and Aproved.
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(see more details on page 35)

(see more details on page 35)

(see more details on page 37)

(see more details on page 37)

(see more details on pages 30 and 31)

Face mask

monocular

helmet cover

BOA® HARNESS

 RAILS AND NVG

mohoc camera

Ballistic visor

Exterior Velcro® Kit

This helmet cover includes 
drawstrings, hook, and loop tabs that
allow it to stay securely in place on the
helmet. (see more details on page 33)

The MOHOC® is a tactically designed
camera that revolutionizes form-factor,
durability and user interface. 

Transparent PMMA and POLYCARBONATE
with an interlayer intended for ballistic
protection which is permanently tested
according to NIJ 0108.01 Level IIIA 

Provides additional face protection from blunt
trauma. 

Used to provide lower face protection from
IED fragments, rough terrain landings
(airborne), and debris encountered during off-
road vehicle missions. 

Permits attachment of head-borne accessories.
Different kit sizes that match helmet size.

 monocular can spot the heat of suspects and
objects in total darkness or even during daylight
hours. 

Plastic part that is strong and light weight
Transform ACH style helmets into a streamlined platform capable of
integrating mission enhancing components and accessories such as visors,
mandibles, lights and cameras. 
One size fits all 
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Our products deliver maximum
flexibility and forward compatibility
and are designed to integrate
seamlessly with both our partners
and third party components.

PROTECTION SYSTEM 

COMPLETE 
INTEGRATION 

07

AC
CE

SS
OR

IE
S.
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

 NVG

RAIL PICCATINNY 

NVG is an aluminium part that is strong and 
lightweight. Its high tolerance CNC machining insures a
perfect fit with all standard bracket-style NVG mounts.
It is a three hole design that fits any FAST, ACH etc. With
a standard three-hole drill pattern. It features multiple
bungee and lanyard mounting points for compatibility
with visors.

The helmet is equipped with
Picatinny side rails and 

A front NVG holder
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BOA

 CHINSTRAP RETENTION SYSTEM

Maintains helmet security in all operations.

Installed in four places to maximize adjustability.

Chinstrap is made of soft of durable 15mm PA fiber
polyamide material with real strap, buckle, adjustment
leather and adjustable lock buckle and neck
straps with a quick release pad. The plastic parts
system. are made of standard 
The buckles are made of material, witch is high-
high quality material and performance PA, and all
are not carcinogenic.details like color, material
Our 4 point (fastened on and other customer 
four points with screws) specification can be
chinstrap Grip consists changed.

BOA® Fit System or BOA® enables the user to finely adjust the
helmet size and is compatible with communication
equipment, gas masks and the requirements of many military
and law en- forcement agencies throughout the world. The
Operation Elite helmet is designed to be lightweight and to
provide robust protection with additional configurations
available. The BOA® Fit system allows for precision fit
adjustment and immediate release for focus, safety and the
best performance. 

The chinstraps are 
easily removable, tested
for heat, humidity and
chemical resistance. They
give dimensional stability,
strength and resistance 
to all weather conditions.
The weight of Grip
chinstrap is 50 g.

H-NAPE HEAD-LOC

HEAD-LOC BUCKLE

TRI-GLIDE ADJUSTMENT TABS

HOW IT WORKS
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ARMOR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Premium materials.
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Comfort during 
Extended use 

SKYDEX

TEAM WENDY

HELMET BAG HELMET COVER
Helmet bag composed of durable, water resistant
500D fabric with drawstring opening and a
personalized tag. Covered with a MOLLE system for
adjusting all necessary additional equipment.

Developed to meet the requirements of the U.S. Army,
SKYDEX Helmet Pads are compatible with most
ballistic helmets. With superior impact absorption
across a broad range of temperatures, the SKYDEX
Helmet Pads are washable and quick drying, and
feature RF-welded, rip resistant seams for enhanced
durability.

Team Wendy’s EPIC® (Enhanced Protection, Individual
Comfort) Combat Helmet Liner System consists of a
one-piece protective impact liner that ranges from 
1cm thickness (the back is thicker than the front) and
22 adjustable comfort pads provided in four shapes
(oblong, trapezoid, tapered trapezoid, and triangle) 
and two thicknesses. The comfort pad set also 
includes four Ultra Grip™ pads for added stability and
two sweatbands for moisture absorption. EPIC® fits
all standard ground combat helmets.

This helmet cover includes drawstrings,
hook and loop tabs that allow it to stay
securely in place on the helmet. The system
accommodates small, medium, large and
extra-large helmets. Available in different
colors.
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www.infogroupglobal.com

The Compact V is a next generation
tactical circumaural headset
featuring a new noise canceling
ambidextrous boom microphone,
new environmental microphones
for enhanced SA, a removable
inter-changeable and over-the-
heat stainless steel frame.
An ARC rail helmet mount kit is a
standard as well as gel ear cup
seals along with new shielded-

The ultimate circumaural
headphones, the Liberator® V 
is an exceptional convergence 
of communications and hearing
protection with key technological
advancements over previous
models. 100% US designed and
manufactured, it has our unique
Dual Fuel feature meaning it can
run on either two AAA or one CR123
battery, and it is the only headset
design with user audio profiles 

modifiable with simple keystrokes
on the headset.
The Liberator® V is a secure 
dual communications channel
headset system utilizing the 
newly designed multi-mode
Earcup. This system gives 
military and law enforcement end
users the confidence to utilize
communications networks using
mixed encryption in any tactical
environment.

circuitry and wiring to help prevent
cross-talk and RF/EMI Interference.

An all new headset down-lead 
cable connector design allows for
seamless use with both single and
dual comm push-to-talks.One of
the most exciting new features is
the all new Advanced-Voice
Guided Equalizer to help
customize the listening
experience.

LIBERATOR V - HEADSET 

HEADSET ATLANTIC SIGNAL - PELTOR 3

Message Received, 
Loud and Clear.
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Military-optimized 
Helmet cameras

MONOCULAR

MOHOC CAMERA 

The MOHOC® is a tactically designed
camera that revolutionizes form-
factor, durability and user interface.
Thanks to their proprietary helmet
contour, the MOHOC® and MOHOC® IR
are the world’s lowest profile helmet
cameras. Other helmet cameras
snag on cables or run into doorways.
Not MOHOC®. MOHOC® delivers a
snag free, aerodynamic solution
allowing you to operate without
getting hung up. Our IP68 camera is
both dustproof and waterproof to 
33 feet without a separate case. The
military grade system also features
superior durability. The aluminum
and overmolded rubber housing is
rigorously tested to 2 meter drops 

Designed specifically with law
enforcement in mind, the 
Monocular can spot the heat 
of suspects and objects in total
darkness or even during daylight
hours. The options are endless 
with this Monocular, thanks to the
seven varying palette options that
let you choose how to survey.
In additional, it can be concealed 
in a pocket or mounted to a
helmet with its mini rail features
while adding only a minimal
amount of weight to your gear. 

without skipping a video frame!
MOHOC® is built for those whose
gear must be able to withstand the
harshest environments. 
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SUREFIRE ADAPTER

SUREFIRE HELMET LIGHT

SUREFIRE TORCH

This compact, multiple-out-put
Helmet Light features three
yellow-green LEDs, two infrared
LEDs, and one blinking infrared LED
that serves as a personal Identify
Friend or Foe (IFF) beacon. The
yellow-green primary LEDs are
perfect for general-purpose, close-
work illumination; the infrared
secondary LEDs are for use with 

night vision devices (NVDs) and
provide an invisible light signature
when viewed by the naked eye.
Helmet Light features a durable,
watertight polymer body in Desert
Tan. It attaches to any Modular
Integrated Communications 
Helmet (MICH) via an included
ambidextrous mount with 20
preset positions allowing the 

SureFire’s G2X™ LED illumination
tools share many features, such 
as virtually indestructible high-
efficiency LED emitters, 600
lumens of maximum output,
precision reflectors, and sleek
Nitrolon® polymer bodies. 
The G2X Pro is a dual-output
version that features the same
lightweight, ergonomically shaped
body. It boasts identical 600
lumens of high-output, but it also
features a useful low-output of 15
lumens that lets you extend the
runtime per set of batteries.
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light to be rotated by 360 degrees
when attached. Once either mount
has been attached to the helmet,
Helmet Light can be slid on quickly
and easily and locked securely in
place.
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